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A Hurricane of Fear… And a New Corona Rising!

By Brett Redmayne-Titley, September 17, 2023

Fear  feeds  on  stupidity.  Stupidity  borne  of  willful  personal  ignorance  resulting  from
individual apathy that too easily accepts media propaganda verbatim. The educated, those
whose  efforts  towards  self-education  and  the  creation  of  a  “developed  opinion”  based  on
provable peer-reviewed facts are now under worldwide attack.

The US Has Blood on Its Hands in the Libyan Flood

By Steven Sahiounie, September 18, 2023

A Libyan official has said they will  investigate to find those responsible for the dead in the
recent  flooding  at  Derna,  Libya  which  may  be  more  than  11,000.  They  don’t  need  an
investigation to know the responsible party is US President Barack Obama, who devised and
engineered a US-NATO attack on Libya in 2011 for regime change.

Why Has “The Rocket Attack Against Konstantinovka” Suddenly Vanished from the Radar
Screen? Was It a Failed False Flag?

By Stephen Karganovic, September 17, 2023

Slightly over a week ago, all major collective West news outlets carried the story of a rocket
attack on a crowded market in Konstantinovka, a town which is under Kiev regime control. It
was announced that as a result of the blast 17 people were killed, including a child, and 32
were injured. 
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By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, September 17, 2023

The broad lament from commentators about global economic growth is that China is not
pulling its weight. Not enough is being done to stir the sinews and warm the blood, at least
when it comes to the GDP counters.

New York Pushing Vaccine Boosters and Fighting for Concentration Camps

By Dr. Joseph Sansone, September 17, 2023

New York State Governor Kathy Hochul and Attorney General Letitia James, have formally
filed  an  appeal  this  past  Wednesday  in  an  attempt  to  overrule  the  Cattaraugus  County
Supreme Court ruling striking down proposed concentration camps. The state of New York is
pursuing the authority to force quarantine human beings against their will and the ability to
locate them in quarantine camps AKA concentration camps.

“The Chips War”: The West Versus China

By Peter Koenig, September 17, 2023

Ever since the Biden Administration, alias the Globalists, took power in Washington, China
was bombarded with threats and sanctions; foremost with attempts of “chips-strangulation”,
meaning,  being  blocked  for  the  chip  production,  and  by  supply  chain  disruptions  of
electronics, notably semiconductors.

Ukrainian Conflict: “A Testing Ground for Electronic Warfare”?

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, September 17, 2023

Once again, it seems clear that Ukraine is just one part of America’s ambitious war plans.
According to Western media, American experts are “taking notes” of the reality of combat
with  electronic  warfare  in  Ukraine.  The  objective  is  to  make  the  Ukrainian  battlefield  a
“testing ground” for electronic warfare techniques that can serve US interests in other
conflicts – such as a possible confrontation with China in the future.

Is This the Reason Why Blue Cars, Blue Umbrellas and Other Blue Things Didn’t Burn in the
Maui Fires?

By Ethan Huff, September 17, 2023
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Like the recent fires in California and Australia, the Hawaii fires are “unlike anything we’ve
ever  seen  before,”  to  quote  Greg  Reese  of  Infowars,  who  put  together  the  following
informational video about what many believe really happened in West Maui.

Video: Crimes Against Syria

By Mark Taliano, September 17, 2023

Washington-led Empire’s criminal war on Syria is a war against civilization itself. Empire,
with its legacy media accomplices, hides behind veils of fabricated lies to commit crimes
against children, women, men, Muslims, Christians, minorities, secularism, democracy, and
the entire fabric of the sovereign nation of Syria itself.

The Elite’s 5,000-Year War on Your Mind Is Climaxing. Medical  and Technological  Mind
Control. Can We Defeat It?

By Robert J. Burrowes, September 16, 2023

Mind  control  methods  extend  far  beyond  childhood  terrorization  reinforced  by  other
psychological as well as political methods in their various forms. Most notoriously, no doubt,
among  his  other  ‘experiments’,  Dr.  Josef  Mengele  supposedly  studied  mind-control  at
Auschwitz, with these ‘medical’ experiments sometimes leading to the death of his subjects.
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